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3 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCHOOL 
ASSEMBLIES IN 2021
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This advice has been sourced from GRIP Leadership, the premier trainers of student leaders in Australia and New 
Zealand. The annual GRIP Student Leadership Conference is held in over 50 towns and cities. 

FOR DETAILS OR DATES, LOCATIONS AND THE CONFERENCE CONTENT VISIT 
WWW.GRIPLEADERSHIP.COM   

As a student leader you may be asked to take complete charge of an 
assembly, or perhaps contribute to part of an assembly. To help you 

make your assemblies better than ever, follow the 3 tips below. 

Get organised in advance and plan every part of your assembly. Advance preparation involves things 
like confirming the purpose, time, date and place. It also involves notifying students/teachers of the 
assembly, preparing an assembly agenda, allocating roles and communicating with anyone who 
needs to prepare in advance. Have a meeting with key people involved to go through (or practice) the 
agenda beforehand, assemble any materials needed (eg prizes, slideshow, props, equipment) and take 
ownership of setting up the space with equipment and chairs (if needed).

Prepare simple ways for students to interact during the assembly, trying to keep things moving and 
changing as much as possible. Ideas to make your assembly interactive could include a game, video 
announcement, role play or skit, performance item, different people leading different sections, a 
competition or prize, an audience vote, a live demonstration, or using volunteers from the audience. 

Clearly communicate all the information you need to during the assembly. Don’t leave important details 
out and don’t let announcements drag on. Ways that you can do this might include writing out your 
speech, being interesting but not necessarily entertaining, having a clear point or points . To announce 
effectively, speaking shorter is usually better than longer, and try to have a strong concluding statement.
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ADVANCE PREPARATION

ACTIVELY INVOLVE YOUR PEERS

ANNOUNCE EFFECTIVELY



Here are 4 things that you should aim to achieve by the time you have finished your first meeting of the 
year: 

ONE GOAL AGREED WITH AN ACTION PLAN IN PLACE
This shouldn’t actually be an overall goal for the year. An overall goal for the year can take a lot of time 
to agree on, and much longer to actually work towards. To give momentum to your team, decide on 
one thing you would like to achieve in the next couple of weeks and discuss a simple plan to put that 
into action. Examples could include ‘hosting a special morning tea at the end of the week for students 
who are new to the school’ or ‘organising for the new canteen menus to be printed as posters for each 
classroom’. By deciding on one goal in the first meeting you are setting the tone for your team to be a 
group that takes action and addresses needs that you see.    

SOME DISCUSSION ABOUT THE BIG PICTURE
Part of leadership involves thinking about the overall impact that your team wants to make on the school 
community. Examples may include making your school more welcoming, or more environmentally friendly, 
or a bigger part of your local community. These ‘big picture’ ideas give your team a greater purpose, more 
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4 ESSENTIAL THINGS TO
ACHIEVE IN YOUR FIRST

STUDENT LEADERS 
MEETING OF THE YEAR

Everyone appreciates that preparation for a new school year is important. Students prepare with an annual trip to the 
stationery shop and uniform supplier and teachers prepare with classroom allocations and lessons plans. The first day 
of school usually involves plenty of discussion about the year ahead and how to get off to a good start. This leads to a 
valuable question; what should be achieved at the first student leaders meeting of the year, so that the leadership team 
gets off to a good start too? 
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than just jumping from project to project. During your first meeting it can be exciting to get some big picture 
ideas written down, without getting side-tracked into planning them. After spending a few minutes on this 
discussion, you can come back to them at future meetings, usually once the senior teachers have had a 
chance to consider what has been suggested.  

SET THE FORMAT FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
The way that the first meeting runs will form the habits of your team for the whole year. It can be tempting to 
declare that “this first meeting will run differently because it’s the first one, and we will start with the proper 
meeting format next time.” Try and avoid doing this. Instead, prepare the first meeting thoroughly so that it 
sets the tone for how all future meetings will be held. If there are going to be agenda items, and roles such 
as chairperson and note taker, operate in this way from the very first meeting. 

ENTHUSIASM FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
Put simply, your first meeting should be enjoyable enough so that everybody on the team is positive about 
the meetings that will occur in the future. Consider starting every meeting with a quick game, and at this 
first meeting a game could be chosen to allow each team member to get to know one another a little better. 
Your goal is for all team members to leave the meeting and already be looking forward to the next meeting, 
not looking for a way to get out of it! 
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Continued on the next page

Dapto Public School students have come up with a 
creative solution to the challenge of not being able to host 
their usual annual art gallery due to restrictions related to 
Covid-19.

“Mona Lisa Reimagined” involved student artworks 
being hung creatively around the perimeter of the school 
grounds which allowed for visitors to walk in the fresh-air, 
socially distanced and enjoy the art pieces.

The student artwork (from right across Kindergarten to 
Grade 6) hung for multiple days and the school encouraged 
community members saying, “At such a lovely time of 
year with daylight savings, why not consider a family bike 
ride or a dog walk to check out the paintings.”

Community members could also vote for their favourite 
art pieces by scanning a QR Code attached to each of 
the artworks.

DAPTO PUBLIC SCHOOL “DAVINCIS” 
DELIVER GALLERY TO REMEMBER

South Sydney High School students have created, 
recorded and released a podcast called “SSHS Science 
Cast”. The podcast is recorded with different students 
featuring as the interviewers in each episode.

The podcast invites listeners to, “Join the students of 
South Sydney High School as they interview scientists 
from around the country about all things weird and 
wonderful.”

The students aim is to, “…be exploring land, sea and 
the stars with the people who dedicate their lives to 
these topics – getting answers to our and your burning 
questions.”

SOUTH SYDNEY HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS CREATE 
SCIENCE PODCAST

studentstudent
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GREAT GREAT 
JOB!JOB!

AMAZING!
AMAZING!

Young leaders from Port Noarlunga Primary School 
cleaned up a large stretch of coastline this week.  This 
project was part of the ‘Adopt a Spot’ initiative, and 
involved students from all year levels. Located on the 
coast in the southern suburbs of Adelaide, this project is 
perfectly suited to these student leaders.

“It was really good to find a lot less rubbish than the same 
time last year” said the school. As a way of saying thank 
you to the students for their hard work, the leaders were 
rewarded with a hot chip lunch for their efforts.

The school says that it will now sort out the rubbish they 
collected, and share their findings with the Adopt A Spot 
scheme.

Busselton Senior High School student council members 
have raised more than $26,000 over six years for a 
Tenderfeet School in Africa’s biggest slum, Kibera.

The students complete a week of activities and classes 
which cover UN Sustainable Development Goals such 
as human wellbeing, poverty, malnutrition, access to 
clean water, education and gender-equality issues. The 
following week students participate in their annual “Walk 
for Tenderfeet” which is used as the main driver for 
fundraising.

BSHS vice-captain Sam Webster said: “We are incredibly 
proud to have supported hundreds of the most vulnerable 
children on the planet to get an education which is the 
only way out of absolute poverty.”

PORT NOARLUNGA STUDENTS 
STORM THE BEACH

BUSSELTON SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS WALK WITH 
TENDERFEET

so so 
cool!cool!
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FUNDRAISING 
IDEAS FOR 
STUDENT LEADERS
Student leadership is more than fundraising, but it’s often one of the 
activities that student leaders are involved with. Many student leadership 
groups drift towards the popular idea of allowing students to wear casual 
clothes to school and asking for a donation from everybody. The problem 
with this strategy, is that it doesn’t make sense to keep asking the school 
to allow the same thing to happen again and again every time you want to 
fundraise. For this reason, student leaders should look to use lots of different 
approaches to fundraising, so that no two ideas end up being similar. You 
will see below that there are more than ten different approaches that you can 
take to fundraising. 
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Student Leadership News has released an 11-part podcast series focused solely on sharing dozens and dozens of 
successful fundraising ideas. Every episode of the series looks at fundraising using entirely different strategies to the ideas 
in other episodes. Below are the episode titles, which give you an idea of how to approach your fundraising in different 
ways.  

STUFF TO SELL      
Lots of creative ideas for things you could sell

THEMED DAYS     
Creating unique fundraising days based on themes

PHYSICAL AND ACTIVE IDEAS   
Staying active and healthy whilst raising money

HELPING CAUSES WITH NON-MONETARY 
DONATIONS  
Strategies to help charities that don’t involve money

MAJOR GATHERINGS     
Events for big crowds that require some extra effort

CREATIVE EXPRESSION    
Ideas using artistic skills to raise money

LONGER CAMPAIGNS    
Raising money bit by bit over the year

WORKING WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES 
Raising money with the support of businesses

GET THE TEACHERS INVOLVED  
It’s always fun when the teachers are involved

OTHER RANDOM IDEAS    
Ideas in a category of their own

ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES   
Some general fundraising tips to apply to any idea
    

STUDENT LEADERSHIP NEWS IS PLEASED TO HAVE RELEASED A SPECIAL ‘FUNDRAISING IDEAS’ 11-PART 
PODCAST SERIES. FOR MORE INFO ABOUT THIS FREE SERIES GO TO 

WWW.STUDENTLEADERSHIP.NEWS/FUNDRAISINGSERIES  WWW.STUDENTLEADERSHIP.NEWS/FUNDRAISINGSERIES  



101
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building as many friendships as possible.

should do everything
possible to make it amazing.  The goal is for students to experience the first event of the year 

and say “wow, our leaders surprised me”.  This reaction translates into extra trust towards the 

leaders and builds anticipation for future events.
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VISIT STUDENT LEADERSHIP NEWS
FOR GREAT IDEAS AND SUCCESS STORIES:

WWW.STUDENTLEADERSHIP.NEWS

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO 
OUR PODCAST

OUR PODCAST FEATURES A NUMBER OF SHORT, SHARP SEGMENTS TO HELP STUDENT LEADERS, 
AND TEACHERS WHO WORK WITH STUDENT LEADERS. YOU CAN LISTEN ON THE BUS, IN THE CAR, 
DURING A WALK… ANYWHERE. 

THERE ARE MANY PLATFORMS YOU CAN LISTEN:

ITUNES FACEBOOK PAGE

SLN WEBSITE

CASTBOX

SPOTIFY




